There are a number of different future-city visions being developed around the world at the moment: one of them is Smart Cities: ICT and big data availability may contribute to better understand and plan the city, improving efficiency, equity and quality of life. But these visions of utopia need an urgent reality check: this is one of the future challenges that Smart Cities have to face.
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ABSTRACT

The article starts from the consideration that tourism, for the size it has assumed and for its role in the economies, can be considered an "urban phenomenon"; as such, it needs adequate governance processes, politics and tools in order to reduce impacts on the organization of cities and urban livability in general. The emerging paradigm of "Smart City" is an opportunity to reconsider the current mechanisms of government and planning of the cities, but it needs a holistic approach that goes beyond the one applied per parts that still seems to prevail in the declination of the components of urban smartness. At present, the technological component seems to prevail probably due to the ease of diffusion of the instruments, rather than an innovation of the processes. Promotion initiatives concentrate exclusively on the city branding, rather than on initiatives to make cities able to support an additional urban load expressed by the tourism demand. Yet, potentialities of the application of new technologies could strengthen the decisional role in defining adequate urban policies to manage urban tourism. However, urban smartness for tourism seems to be concentrated on the amount of apps available to enhance the use of specific resources or, more rarely, of the urban mobility systems. Both the “big data” and the “open data” revolution, in Italy, do not yet seem to have achieved the hoped results, and the availability of data to allow appropriate management actions, is still one of the main difficulties for those involved in the analysis and quantification of the phenomenon. In addition, the numerous rankings on urban smartness refer to the prevalence of one component on the others, failing to consider the complexity of the urban system and of tourism, in particular. With these premises, this article tries to underline how tourism could be the object of urban policies and strategies aimed at reducing impacts on the city.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This article considers tourism as an urban activity that can transform urban organization. The connection between tourism and urbanity is complex: the city is the physical place where tourist desires and inhabitants needs intersect. This means that cities must to face different demands by offering adequate services and facilities. In this sense, tourist load on the city can compromise its balance, affecting urban quality of life.

Nevertheless, present cities aim to promote themselves as tourist destination to increase their competitiveness, and tourism is seldom studied as an intrusive activity because of its indisputable positive economic effects. Since the 80s, the sustainability paradigm has been applied at the tourism sector too, affirming a new tourist model, being more responsible and respectful to hosting communities.

Meanwhile, in the last decades, cities have become one of the preferred tourist destination (Page and Hall, 2003) generating a new form of tourism that can be defined as urban tourism). The presence of cities into the “tourist experience” shows the change that has been increasingly affecting the tourist demand.

Indeed cities have become the “object of tourist desire” as they are the place where more experiences can be lived contemporarily. Urban tourism has developed during the 70s and refers both to travels towards cities or places with high levels of population density and to the time spent, that is shorter than time normally spent for vacation before. In this period, in tourists’ opinion cities become “a perfect destination for a short holiday” (Van Der Borg, et al. 1993) where a large number of attractive factors are concentrated.

According to Tourism Towards 2030, UNWTO’s recently updated, long-term outlook and assessment of future tourism trends, the number of international tourist arrivals worldwide is expected to increase by 3.3% each year on average from 2010 to 2030. This represents some 43 million more international tourist arrivals every year, reaching a total of 1.8 billion arrivals by 2030. Based on available data, UNWTO describes that tourism’s contribution to GDP ranges from approximately 2% (for countries where it is a comparatively small sector) to over 10% (for countries where it is an important pillar of the economy).

Therefore, the competition among cities is more and more based on their capacity of attracting tourist flows, because of the undeniable positive effects on economic development. In Italy, for example, tourism contribution to the gross national product is 130 billion euro (about 9% of national production) and it is assumed as one of the leading sector of investment (WTTC, 2013).

In the last few years, due to the internet spread and the accessibility to the use of new technologies, tourist demand has rapidly changed again. Tourist cities have been called to review their strategies to maintain their attractiveness and to promote their image in a “virtual” dimension too. On the other side, tourists have become more conscientious and active in their role of visitors and city-users.

In this period, the “smart city” paradigm arises asking for a model of city based on efficiency, resilience, sustainability and social equity. The perspective of sustainability, indeed, seems to call for a change or, at least, to a re-visitation of the present models of socio-economic growth, which cannot be defined “sustainable” at all.

---

1 The Global Observatory on Sustainable Tourism (GOST) initiative was launched by UNWTO in 2004 in response to the growing demand of tourism organizations and stakeholders for a more systematic application of monitoring, evaluating and information management techniques, such as the UNWTO Indicators of Sustainable Development for tourism destinations. These techniques are key tools for the formulation and implementation of sustainable tourism policies, strategies, plans and management processes. In 2013, the first Sustainable Tourism Observatory in Europe under the auspices of UNWTO was inaugurated on the Aegean Islands in Greece. The Monitoring Centre for Sustainable Tourism Observatories examine the environmental, social and economic impacts of tourism in the archipelago and serve as a model to expand the concept to a national level.

2 Some scholars date at the end of the 90s the beginning of e-Tourism, at first, based on the use of internet to promote cultural heritage of a city. After this first period, the use of internet has radically transformed the phase of travel planning, and then the way to communicate and share information and experiences (Maguer 2011; Kennedy-Eden and Ulrike 2012).
The concept of “smart city”, although more recent, is not less controversial than the sustainability one. It seems to widen the application of sustainability principles to the urban competitiveness, by referring both to the use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) and to the quality of “social capital”. Indeed, the presence of a high quality level of social capital represents one of the main factor of territorial competitiveness and attractiveness.

Caragliu, Del Bo, Nijkamp (2009) stated that a city can be defined smart if «investments in human and social capital and traditional (transport) and modern (ICT) communication infrastructure fuel sustainable economic growth and a high quality of life, with a wise management of natural resources, through participatory governance» (p. 178).

Since when in 2011, EU has launched the program “Smart Cities and Communities” to finance European cities that will stand out for cutting consumptions and planning a sustainable development, all the cities aimed to become smart, making the scientific researchers wonder about what urban smartness could really be (Fistola, 2013).

What stands out clearly, is the need of contrasting our present development model to assure a better quality of city-life. Nevertheless, the possibility of realizing the “smart city” model seems to be mainly based on the capacity of deeply changing both the administrators and users lifestyles (La Rocca 2011).

Through these premises, this article by analyzing the relation between tourism and city, try to underline the key-role that urban planning, grounding on a holistic approach to cities’ development, should play in coordinating and integrating urban policies addressed to building up a Smart City.

In the first part, the article focuses on the definition of smart city and smart tourist trying to point out what are the changes occurred. In the second part, referring to Italian situation, the article briefly tries to highlight how some difficulties still arise in collecting tourist data even though “Big and Open Data Revolution” is already started. In the third part, the article attempts to highlight the leading role that tourism activity could assume in the transition to urban smartness.

2 SMART CITY AND SMART TOURISM: WHAT IS CHANGING?

“Smart City” seems to be the new dimension towards where every city would like to go. From an urban planning point of view, it is not very clear what is the way to get this new dimension and what actually a “smart city” is. Nowadays, the questions very spread among cities are: how is it possible to become a smart city? Which are the strategic factors to drive the city towards this new dimension? How to promote urban smartness?

To answer these question, the way to drive the urban system towards this “new dimension” (the smartness) a renewal in the urban planning processes and in the present urban tools seems to be needed and reducing urban entropy should be the main target of urban planning (Fistola and La Rocca 2013).

Referring to the systemic approach, cities can be assumed as complex and dynamic systems (Bertuglia e Vaio, 1997) and to minimize their entropy production\(^3\), they must be properly addressed and governed during their development trends.

Cities affected by high levels of entropy cannot produce an appropriate potential of urban smartness nor support sustainable processes of urban planning. The emergent “smart city” paradigm seems to highlight that, from a town planner point of view, the actual challenge consists in making cities more efficient as

\(^3\) Entropy has to be considered as a widespread negative condition of the system, which hinders the positive processes to achieve sustainability and tends to move the system towards trajectories totally different from those expected. For more detail see Fistola R., La Rocca R. A. (2013), “Smart City Planning: a systemic approach”, in proceedings of: The 6th Knowledge City World Summit, Istanbul, September 2013.
regards better quality of services, reduction of environmental impacts (polluting emissions), and control of energy consumption, by means of innovating technologies (ICTs) capable of supporting the management, monitoring and functioning of cities.

Smart City approach bases on the assumption that technology is part of the system and it is not an additional element in performing urban activities at different levels (economic, social and physical).

In this vision, an intelligent city is the one that, using technological innovation, spends less and in the best way without reducing the quality and quantity of services for citizens and firms. It is able to monitor the phenomena that occur, arise, develop, move and end inside it, because it is a sensitive city (Ratti 2011).

Indeed, definition and approaches to the Smart City have not yet reached a common vision and smart city seems to be more an urban label then an alternative approach to the urban themes (Holland 2008).

As stated by Giffinger et al. (2007), “the term is not used in a holistic way (…) but it is used for various aspects, which range from Smart City as an IT-district to a Smart City regarding the education (or smartness) of its inhabitants”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smart city definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware centered definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social centered definition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1 Table tries to synthetize the main typologies of smart city definition during the last decade in literature

Even though the combination between the technological component and the social one is coming to catch on, still now two different groups of interest can be identified in defining of the smart city: the industrial and the scientific one.

The first one has major interest in equipping the city by sensors; the second one should point out methods and techniques able for governing urban system (planners should be in this second group). Currently, contributions in literature are mainly oriented to define urban indicators to “measure” whether and how a city is “smart”.

Rarely contributions refer to a holistic vision of urban smartness, a partial vision applied per parts of the system (smart building, smart district, smart street, smart infrastructure, etc.) seems to prevail. On the contrary, a holistic vision should allow positive effects both by technologies and by social capital (Papa, Gargiulo e Galderisi 2013; Fistola 2013).

Indeed, more and more often the availability of a good level of human capital is considered as a factor of competitiveness and territorial capacity of attraction (Florida 2003).

The active role of the human factor (the anthropic system: the urban actors, residents, city users, tourists) is becoming increasingly important also because it can significantly affect the “destiny” of a city, for instance in terms of success or not of a tourist destination.

In this sense, tourism could represent one of the main fields where the real achievement of the possibilities given by the paradigm of smart cities can be tested. On the other hand, the competition among cities has to compare also with the ability that each city (at the administrative level) has in attracting tourist flows and
investments in order to improve the supply system (services and infrastructures), by supporting this via the employment of new technologies. Big Data and Open Data revolution, if they were real, could represent an indisputable occasion to impose a rapid acceleration within the valuation and interpretation of urban phenomena. However, they still seem far from being tools actually usable and available, at least in Italy and especially for the tourist sector. While there are yet some difficulties in sharing data to manage tourism phenomenon in urban areas, the smart city paradigm has also encouraged the Smart Tourism Destination (STD). Connected to the smart city, this new concept has not been so investigated as to get a shared definition (Buhalis 2014) but, as for the urban smartness, some emerging typologies can be identified as follow:

− apps “information-centered” where the main attention is focused on the number of application that tourist can utilize in visiting the chosen destination (QR codes, virtual guides, interactive maps, etc.);
− apps “tourist-centered” aimed at emphasizing “tourist experience” (Augmented Reality);
− apps “tourist-engaging” that allow tourists to have an active role as “urban sensor” in monitoring urban inefficiency regarding specific services or situation (social media, big data).

All the three typology highlight the leading role of technology, especially social and mobile, in the tourism sector referring to both the supply of specialized services and the ability of tourists to be involved in the urban life.

“Smart city” and “smart tourism” (tab. 2), then, are two strictly connected concepts, if we stress the technological component.

Nevertheless, the UNWTO Assistant Secretary-General, Geoffrey Lipman, introduced smart tourism concept in 2009, during the first Meeting of the UNWTO Tourism Resilience Committee. It was defined as “clean, green, ethical and quality at all levels of the service chain. A type of tourism able to satisfy the needs for the short-term responses to the economic crisis as well as those one of long term as sustainable development, poverty alleviation and mitigation climate change”. In the common sense, instead, as for the smart city, smart tourism refers to the use of technology applied to tourism, as already underlined before where preference is given to the number and maybe to the quality of apps available for the tourist use of the city.

On the contrary, smartness paradigm for tourism has to consider the temporary dimension of tourist that are not residents. It has to refer both to their behaviors and to their consumptions that have to be sustainable and restrained, in order that the urban system does not exceed his threshold of carrying capacity, falling down into the entropy zone (Fistola and La Rocca 2014).

Furthermore, as tourism is a complex activity, smartness applied to tourism has to consider also the supply component that is availability of services and efficiency of destination as a whole. The spread of technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing, high performance information processing and intelligent data digging, surely has transformed the various sectors of tourism, but there is still a lack of coordination among the various sectors (for instance the public administrative level and private industry).

Tourist cities, still now, “suffer” from the excessive charge generated by tourist activity (Venice in Italy could be the most significant example) and on the side of management of this phenomenon.

---

4 Carrying capacity refers to the “the maximum number of people that may visit a tourist destination at the same time, without causing destruction of the physical, economic and socio-cultural environment and an unacceptable decrease in the quality of visitors’ satisfaction” (UNWTO 1981).
Smart tourist profile
- Cultured
- Connected
- Media expert
- Media equipped
- Informed
- Active
- Critic
- Demands high quality level of personalized services
- Shares sentiment and impression by social media
- Dynamical
- Contributes to create his personal tourist experience
- Utilizes the end-user devices in multiple modes
- Prosumer (promoter + consumer)
- Multisensory
- Real time connected
- Sustainability supporter
- Careful about energy consumptions
- Desire to be involved in local life
- More careful towards host population
- Sense of responsibility

Smart tourist city characteristics
Organizational level:
- coordinates all relevant information to make it accessible in real time;
- engage with local communities, tourists and government in cocreating tourism experience;
- Organizational agility, speed decision making and responsive to customers' needs based on just-in-time insights

Government level:
- Engagement in data openness process;
- assurance of data privacy;
- coordination among administrative levels;
- activation of public-private partnership;
- integration of tourism in governmental urban processes and tools;
- safeguard and promotion of heritage and culture;
- active involvement of residential and local population in promoting urban culture and life;
- provide for network infrastructures;
- planning of sensor network and its feature;
- disposing of interoperable social platform;
- control of energy and resources consumptions
- balance between integrating information for the common good and protecting privacy capability of create sustainable solutions that reduce costs
- reduction of social conflicts

Tab. 2 Smart tourism and smart tourist city characteristics (re-elaborated from Buhaldis et 2014)

Fig. 1 The evolution trend of the urban system can be diverted by external forces (tourism uncontrolled load for instance) that could make it falling into entropy zone. The process of government of the urban system aim at maintaining it within the angular range of trajectories expected.
Smart tourism, thus, concerns both demand and supply and has to consider tourist behaviors as well as private sector (tourist operators) and public administrators (decision makers). Tourist demand has change faster than tourist supply especially as concern the administrative level. The Smart Tourist Destination should be the place where these three aspect will merge being supported by technology to both enrich tourist experiences and enhance cities competitiveness (Buhalis 2000 and 2014).

2 STATISTICAL DATA VS BIG DATA

The aim of this part is to underline that transition towards urban smartness also bases on availability of appropriate tools and methods. If this condition can be registered at theoretical level it is not enough applied at practical level, at least as it concern Italian situation and mainly the tourist sector.

The main difficulty in the pursuit of objectives aimed at managing the tourist activity in urban areas is the limited availability of data to “measure” the phenomenon in all its components (supply, demand, preferences, behaviors, spending, productivity, etc.). Available data are elaborated by national istitution (Istat, Chambers of Commerce, Banca Italia, Enit, Censis, ecc.).

In Italy, the main surveys on tourism are elaborated by ISTAT (National Statistics Institute) in conformity with the EU Regulation 692/2011 of the the European Parliament.

Reffering to survay site, Istat carries out two surveys on tourism:

- capacity of tourist accommodation establishments;
- occupancy of tourist accommodation establishments.

The first one collects each year, at municipality level, the number of establishments, bed places, bedrooms and bathrooms for hotels and similar accommodation (classified with stars from 5 to 1 or hotel-tourism residences) and the number of establishments and bed places for other collective accommodations (tourist camp-sites, holiday villages, farm houses, youth hostels, holiday dwellings, B&B, etc.).

The second one collects each month, at municipality level, data on arrivals and nights spent by residents and non-residents at tourist accommodation establishments, divided by category of hotels and similar accommodation, and by type of the other collective accommodation establishments. Data are broken down by country of residence in the case of non-residents, and by region of residence for Italian residents.

Moreover, it also provides information to calculate the occupancy rates of bed places and bedrooms for hotels and similar accommodation.

In collecting data, Local Authorities play the role of Intermediate Bodies (Provinces or Regions or other Local Authorities responsible for tourism) according to the regional organizational structure, currently referred to three levels (regional, provincial and sub-provincial). In Italy, in fact, Regions have competence and administrative function in tourism sector since 2001 (Reform of Title V, Part 2, of the Constitution and Constitutional law of 18 October 2001 n. 3, Art. 117). Regional administrative organization can vary as they work in autonomy, so data collection, recording, processing, checking and transmission to Istat involve different entities. For these reasons, the process is very long in time and has a “variable geometry” pointing out a dispersive and heterogeneous situation both at administrative and technical level. The impact on disposability, utility and maybe on updating of tourism data is high.

In 2013, Italy endorsed the G8 Open Data Charter and committed in starting action to activate open data availability for all citizen at all social level. At present, this availability is very different among Italian regions

---

5 Open data refers to both a philosophy and a practice consisting in the free accessibility to information without copyright or other restriction.
and does not contemplate tourist data. Thus, at least referring to tourism, the announced revolution by the Open Government Data Movement in Italy is late to come.

Nevertheless, nowadays, this is still the Italian framework of the official statistics in spite of large opportunities that the “Big Data” revolution seems to offer in moving from “data scarcity to data abundance that is the “data deluge” phenomenon (Heerschap et al. 2014). Big Data are changing radically and rapidly the statistical methods: phenomena are no more the object of the statistical studies needed to be understood by data support, they are “data producer” in the new dimension of the “real time”. From the initial difficulty in collecting data, the new challenge consist in the capability of processing and extract the desired information and converting them into useful information.

Tourism is not out of this revolution. Big data revolution comes from some milestones (Beinart 2014):
- digital transaction, i.e. everybody’s (resident, tourist, workers, city users, scholars, etc.) daily and usual actions can be tracked because they are associated with a digital apparatus (pc, tablet, smartphone, GPS, electronic card, etc.);
- social media: i.e. everybody is on the net in real time sharing opinion each other’s (Facebook; Tweeter; Google+; ecc.);
- internet of people i.e. net of people sharing opinion on some experience, facilities or services (Tripadvisor, Trivago, Airbnb, Booking.com, ecc.);
- Internet of thinks i.e. our common daily use objects are connected each others and can be able to manage themselves.

Big Data refer to multiple contextualized transactions: not only information but context’s description and impression. Residents, city users, tourists are “anthropic sensor” both sharing information in the functional space and describing a phenomenon in the physical space. In this sense, private ITCs operators are radically changing their role, becoming “holders” of customers’ behaviors.

Researchers of the Collective Sensing associated to the Department of Geoinformatics – Z_GIS and the Doctoral College GIScience at the University Salzburg, Austria elaborate methods combining traditional data with social data from (Vodafone and Tweeter) to elaborate information about tourist preferences (Beinart 2014). The experimentations refers to tourist flows in Italy during the period November-may 2013 (fig. 1).

Elaborations allow to describe tourist preferences (i.e. where they prefer to go and visit, where they prefer to make shopping, how much long will they stay in a destination; if they will stay in more than one destination) and their characteristics (i.e. where they come from, transport chosen, etc.). Tweeter based statistics allow to elaborate a “sentiment analysis” consisting in associating to the tweet a sentiment expressed and shared in the net by the tourists during their visit. Models and application of massive new data developed by the group of research Collective Sensing aim at reconstructing the dynamics of complex systems and cities. In this sense, the Big Data challenge could support the decisional phase in the process of governing urban transformation, even if some alarms seem to come by the researchers in statistics and data elaborations. The arrival of Big Data presents new opportunities for official statistics, but also it needs some definition being yet an arbitrary concept for a rather heterogeneous set of new data and information sources coming from many different guises and having many different characteristics.

Some other Big Data application to define the characteristics of tourist demand and to use them in supporting the decisional phase in tourism planning refer to “semantic analysis”. This consists in classifying and interpreting some “no structured text “ (i.e. posts in Facebook, Tweeter and other social media) using technology to elaborate the information. Technology associate a mood to each post and valuate the level of positive or negative sensation expressed by tourist during his experience. This analysis allow to value tourist satisfaction while visiting a monument or taking a lunch or having a walk through the city by considering
their sentiment (enthusiasm, fear, security, expensive, and so on). In the Report on Italy tourist perception, edited in July 2014 by Sociometrica and Expert System using Cogito technology, authors examine about 600,000 post of foreign tourists visiting Italy from April to July 2014. The target of the study is to evaluate the level of perception of Italy trying to individuate the sensible areas where it is necessary to intervene to promote tourism. The analysis points out a positive global score for Italy (more than 70, setting 60 as the minimum threshold for the positive value) but also allows making consideration about the quality level of services. The Report confirm also the general opinion concerning the paradox between the high level of Italian historical heritage and the low capacity in promoting and protect it. (Pompeii is perhaps the best-known example, but Agrigento or Paestum such as other archeological Italian areas that would need better planning in promoting their singularities). The innovative contribution of this analysis maybe consists in transforming from a passive to active the role of tourists and get information by their sensations.

The transition from “scarcity to abundance” of data while on one hand seem to offer the solution to the knowledge of complex phenomena acting inside the urban system; on the other hand calls for paying large attention in the interpretative phase such as in the phase of selecting information.

What really could be pointed out is the lack of being able to get these technologies inside the process of governing the urban system (Fistola e La Rocca 2013). The major challenge is not collecting the data from the internet, but converting them into useful tools to understand the complexity of urban phenomena like urban tourism.

3 THE ROLE OF TOURISM FOR THE SMART CITY: CONSIDERING ACTUAL CHALLENGES

The Smart City approach might necessarily consider potentialities committed to urban development and tourist promotion according to the physical, functional and social aspects of the urban system. Being a transversal activity, tourism is affected by economic conditions as well as by climatic ones.

Tourism paradox consists in being contextually development factor and element which produces negative effects on urban livability. The challenge that tourist cities have to face consists exactly in their ability to find a balance between promotion and safeguard of their (historical, cultural, architectural, territorial, environmental) resources. From a town planning point of view, this condition requires intervening through actions and policies targeted to the optimization of urban livability.

The new way to share experiences and sensations that is radically changing the way of promoting tourist cities must necessarily be considered as part of urban strategies.

According smart city paradigm, tourism can play an active role in:

− promoting resources and attractiveness as system;
− implementing sustainable system of services and infrastructure (energy saving, soft mobility, slow food, etc..).

As stated before, Big Data revolution enables the achievement of the objectives identified in the first action. It may support the decision-making both in the drafting of the strategies to be pursued both in the identification of sensitive areas inside the urban system with priority of intervention in order to improve levels of enjoying city’s attractions and to promote unknown urban sites.

The Travel Appeal Index, for instance, has been pointed out to value tourist attraction inside the city or referring to a specific structure. The target is double: benchmark among destinations, and strategy to solve weakness of destination (http://www.travelappeal.com). In this field, some scientific in-depth have been developed by the group of research DICAR - University of Cagliari, in South Italy, try to investigate the
opportunities of social media analysis and its georeferentiation in supporting urban planning especially referred to Sardinia territorial context.

Referring to the second group of objectives, it is necessary to point out urban policies able to reduce environmental impact generated by tourist activity, according to the Horizon 2020 indications. Sustainability in tourist destinations and their monitoring is one of the main lines of action of European policies. The European Tourism Indicator System for Sustainable Management at Destination Level is one of the key initiatives to improve sustainable management of tourist destination. The System is composed by a toolkit, a database and a set of indicators intended to support planning of policies of management of a tourist destination. The indicators are part of an integrated approach to destination management that stresses the importance of collaboration, cooperation, on-going assessment, effective communication, and a holistic perspective (tab. 3). In the first pilot phase, about a hundred of tourist destinations have been interested (Belgium, Bulgaria, Estonia, Finland, Italy, Latvia, Ireland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Greece, Scotland, the Netherlands, Lithuania, Croatia, Sweden, UK, Portugal, Turkey) it ended the last April; the second phase will be ended in the next December including also not UE destinations (Montenegro, Serbia, Albania).

Section of Indicators | Objectives for each indicator
--- | ---
Section A: Destination Management Core Indicators | Destination management Indicators emphasize important decision -making and communication issues that contribute to sustainable tourism management in the destination.
Section B: Economic Value Core Indicators | Economic value indicators help track the contribution of tourism to economic sustainability in the destination.
Section C: Social and Cultural Impact Core Indicators | Social and cultural impact indicators focus on the effects of tourism on the residents and cultural heritage in the destination.
Section D: Environmental Impact Core Indicators | Environmental impact indicators focus on those elements that are critical to the sustainability of the natural environment of the destination.

Referred to a specific component of tourist supply, in 2011, the UNWTO has developed the Hotel Energy Solutions (HES) in collaboration with a team of United Nations and EU leading agencies in Tourism and Energy. The project is aimed at supporting Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in the tourism and accommodation sector to increase their energy efficiency and renewable energy usage.

If these initiatives, on the one hand, show the commitment undertaken at Global and European level to reduce the impacts of the tourism sector on the environment; on the other hand, they invite some reflection about the need for coordination between different actors involved in promoting tourist development.

CONCLUSION

This article has tried to put in evidence how tourism is becoming an urban phenomenon and in this sense, it should be integrated within the process of govern the urban system. The emerging paradigm of “Smart City” can be an opportunity to reconsider the current mechanisms of government and planning of the cities, but it needs a holistic approach that goes beyond the one applied per parts that still seems to prevail in the
declination of the components of urban smartness (economy, mobility, environment, people, living, governance). At present, the technological component seems to prevail, probably due to the ease of diffusion of the instruments, rather than an innovation of the processes. Tourist promotion initiatives seems to concentrate chiefly on the city branding, rather than on plans to make cities able to support an additional urban load expressed by the tourism demand.

Yet, potentialities of technologies are still weak in supporting the decision-making phase of the definition of appropriate plans of actions aimed at optimize the effect of an well-oriented and sustainable urban tourist development that could implement the “urban smartness”. The urban tourist dimension seems to be still considered as “other”, namely not integrated in the urban processes to drive the evolution trend of the urban system towards compatible states of development. Although tourism plays a major role in the management of cities as both instrument and outcome of policy (Ashworth and Page 2010), its planning and management is far to be considered as part of town planning objectives. What this article tries to underline, maybe in a critical vision that should be further investigated beyond this limited context, refers to the observation that neither the new emergent smart city paradigm has overtaken the partial vision that privilege the vision of tourism as economic activity. In this sense the smartness achievement remain closely relied to the capacity of promoting cities (its cultural heritage, its historical resource, its monuments, etc.) rather than to provide for adequate measures enabling the city to contain tourist fluxes according adequate town planning design.

Difficulties in availability of tourist data, even though open and big data era is already started, hamper any control on tourism phenomenon and its dimension in urban areas, especially referred to fluxes activated by occasional events or periods.

The characteristics of smart tourism destination that have been listed in the previous pages represent the attempt of individuating some “fields of application” that could permit to reach urban smartness for the whole system.

Present cities, besides, are expected to become megalopolises with millions of inhabitants and to govern the inevitable change of these large urban systems, it will be necessary to have more direct administrative powers. The coordination among local authorities, thus, will represent one of the core factors for finding solutions capable of coping with these urban dimensions. What stands out, maybe in hidden way yet, is the assertion of a society model that is more exigent about the procedures of the decision-makers. Nevertheless, such a social dimension should be ready to modify its lifestyles in order to reach “smart” livability. The transition to smart city, therefore, needs the integration between policy goals and common lifestyles. Furthermore, urban systems being in entropic states cannot develop urban smartness (Fistola La Rocca, 2013). This consideration should push to evaluate the copious number of initiatives labelled as “smart” that did not lead to any improvement of urban life.

A first attempt to define preconditions for the development of smart city could refer to the systemic approach considering city into three subsystems: physical, functional, and socio-anthropic. Each subsystem could contain structural elements that may allow the evolution of the urban system into smartness conditions (Fistola 2013).

Smart dimension necessarily involves a review of the processes for the governance of the urban system. Within this dimension, ITC technologies play a primary role that need to be supported, optimized, improved and integrated with urban process of government. In the transition toward the smartness, technology has to be adopted and not added up in the urban evolution process, this means that technologies have to be integrated into the development process towards the urban smartness, they have not to be intended as an
additional equipment (like detectors) to the physical system of the city. In this sense, technology is meant as one of the key-factor for the smart city.

By the use of ICTs technologies, residents, tourists and city-users can act a dynamic role in monitoring urban functioning permitting to reduce the lack of efficiency if properly integrated with decisional levels that should be well structured to adopt and elaborate information into action plan.

The concept of “smart city” has large potentialities: it is also a challenge for those cities living in structural levels of crisis. Academics, technicians, administrator must work hard not to let it be just a slogan. This could be a good starting point to reflect about smartness of present cities. But, further research is needed to expand the theoretical contributions of this research as well as to validate its findings.
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